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Abstract

Total AC loss characteristics of a high temperature superconducting tape carrying AC transport current in external

AC magnetic field with various applied directions to tape surface was experimentally investigated. We measured the AC

transport current loss and the AC magnetization loss in the Bi2223/Ag-seath tape carrying the AC transport current in

AC magnetic field by changing the angle to the tape surface and obtained the total AC loss as the sum of these losses.

Based on the measured data, the dependence of the AC losses on the direction of the external AC magnetic field was

discussed.

� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

High temperature superconducting (HTS) tapes

are expected to be applied for the electric power
apparatuses such as power transmission cables,

fault current limiters and transformers. Reduction

of AC losses in HTS tapes is one of the important

technical issues of the development for these HTS

applications. In these electrical apparatuses, the

HTS tapes are carrying the AC transport current

and exposed to the external magnetic field of
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various directions to the tape. For the develop-

ment of low AC loss HTS tapes, it is necessary to

precisely evaluate the total AC loss characteristics

of the HTS tapes in this electromagnetic condition.
The pick-up coil method and the four terminal

method are commonly used for the AC magneti-

zation loss measurement and the AC transport

current loss measurement, respectively. In our

previous study, we have theoretically and experi-

mentally investigated the applicability of the

method that combines these two methods for the

total AC loss measurement carrying the AC
transport current in the AC magnetic field and its

validity has been confirmed [1–3].
ed.
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Table 1

Specifications of sample tape

Superconductor/sheath Bi2223/Ag

Width of tape 3.655 mm

Thickness of tape 0.263 mm

Width of filamentary region 3.462 mm

Thickness of filamentary region 0.194 mm
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In this study, we experimentally study the

characteristics of the total AC losses in the HTS

tape carrying the AC transport current in the

external AC magnetic field with various directions.

The AC transport current losses and the magne-

tization losses in a conventional Bi2223/Ag tape
carrying the AC transport current in the external

AC magnetic field of various directions to the tape

surface were measured. In this paper, the details of

the experimental setup are described and the

measurement results are presented. The charac-

teristics of the total AC losses in the HTS tape

carrying the AC transport current in the external

AC magnetic field are discussed in terms of their
dependence on the applied direction of the external

AC magnetic field.
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of measurement circuit and test

sample: (a) sample, (b) arrangement of sample tape and pick-up

coil, and (c) measurement circuit.
2. Experimental

Table 1 lists the specifications of the sample

tape used in the AC loss measurement. The
arrangement of the test sample and the measure-

ment circuit for the loss measurement are shown in

Fig. 1. The test sample was placed in the gap of the

copper dipole magnet. The sample tape can rotate

in the magnet bore to change the applied angle h of
the external magnetic field as shown in Fig. 1.

The AC transport current loss was measured by

the general four terminal method using lock-in
amplifier. A proper arrangement of the potential

lead loop is necessary to precisely measure the AC

transport current loss in the external AC magnetic

field [4]. In this potential lead loop arrangement,

the two lead wires were spirally wound on a

cylindrical thin tube surrounding the tape. With

the spiral lead loop, the inductive voltage caused

by the AC transport current and the external
magnetic field can be much suppressed. By mea-

suring the voltage across the potential contacts in-

phase with the AC transport current V rms
s , the AC

transport current loss Qs (J/m) was obtained by,

Qs ¼
V rms
s � I rmst

f � Lv
; ð1Þ

where I rmst is the root-mean-square of the AC

transport current, Lv is the length between the
potential contacts and f is the frequency.
The AC magnetization loss was measured

by the pick-up coil method. A saddle shape pick-

up coil was wound on the sample tape in the
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measurement section as shown in Fig. 1. The

dimension of the pick-up coil shown in Fig. 1 is

designed based on the theory presented in [5]. The

AC magnetization loss Qm (J/m) was obtained by,

Qm ¼
V rms
pc � Brms

ex � h
f � Npc � l0 � Ls

; ð2Þ

where V rms
pc is the pick-up coil voltage in-phase with

the external AC magnetic field, Brms
ex is the root-

mean-square of the external AC magnetic field Bex,

Ls is the length of the sample tape inside the pick-

up coil. Npc and h is the number of turns and the

height of the pickup coil respectively. l0 is the
permeability of vacuum.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. AC magnetization loss

The AC magnetization losses in the sample tape
carrying the AC transport current for h ¼ 0�, 15�,
45� and 90� are shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2(a), the

theoretical hysteresis loss of the slab supercon-

ductor [6] of 0.194 mm thick by the critical state

model for h ¼ 0� is also shown. The dased line in

Fig. 2(d) represents the theoretical AC magneti-

zation loss in a superconductor strip subjected to

an external magnetic field applied perpendicular to
tape surface which is expressed as [7],
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Fig. 2. Measured AC magnetization loss as
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where a is the width of the strip and bex ¼ Bex=Bc;

Bc is the characteristic field given by Bc ¼ l0Ic=2pa;
Ic is the critical current; k is the geometrical factor.
The data reasonably agrees with the theoretical

curves when the transport current is small and
Bex > 10 mTpeak as shown in Fig. 2(a) (h ¼ 0�) and
(d) (h ¼ 90�). As shown in Fig. 2(a), the measured

magnetization loss deviates from the theoretical

hysteresis loss when Bex < 10 mTpeak. One of the

possible reason of the discrepancy between the

measured and calculated losses shown in Fig. 2(a)

(h ¼ 0�) has been discussed in [2]. In the low field

region, the magnetization loss increases with
increasing Itp=Ic (Itp is the peak value of the AC

transport current) and deviates from the theoreti-

cal value obtained by (3). The measured data

shown in Fig. 2(a)–(d) also shows that the mag-

netization losses rapidly increase as the applied

angle increase from 0� to 45� and they keep almost
constant for h ¼ 45�–90�. It should be also noted

that the analytical expression of the magnetization
losses for h ¼ 15� and 45� does not exist and the

numerical analysis is necessary to obtain them.

3.2. AC transport current loss

Fig. 3 shows the measured AC transport cur-

rent losses in the external AC magnetic field in
Eq.(2)
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terms of loss normalized by I2c at 60 Hz. The

horizontal axis indicates the peak transport cur-

rent normalized by Ic. In Fig. 3, the theoretical

values of the self-field losses calculated by the

Norris’ formula [8] are also shown. It is shown in

Fig. 3 that the slopes of the measured transport
loss data in the logarithmic scale change from

about 3 to 2 as Bex increases. It is also shown in

Fig. 3 that the normalized transport current losses

sharply increase as the field applied angle is

increasing from 0� to 45� and they saturate for

h ¼ 45�–90� as similar to the magnetization loss

characteristics presented above.

3.3. Total AC loss carrying AC transport current in

AC magnetic field

The total AC loss Qtotal in the sample tape

carrying the AC transport current in the AC

magnetic field are plotted in Fig. 4(a) as a function

of the applied angle of the external magnetic field.

The measured Qtotal was obtained by the summa-
tion of the measured Qs and Qm. The curves shown

in Fig. 4(b) are obtained by the following way

based on the discussion presented in [9,10].

According to the fact that the total AC loss in a

slab superconductor depends on Ba
ex (practically

a ffi 1–3), by assuming that the contributions of

the parallel magnetic field (Bex cos h) and the per-

pendicular field (Bex sin h) are independent, the
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Fig. 3. Measured normalized AC transport current los
dependence of the total AC loss on the applied

angle is approximately expressed as,

Qtotal ¼ QtotalðBex; h ¼ 0�Þ � cosa h

þ QtotalðBex; h ¼ 90�Þ � sina h: ð4Þ

By properly selecting the value of a depending on

Bex as indicated in Fig. 4(b), the curves calculated

by (4) are well fitted to the measured data. It is

found that a decreases as increasing Bex and the

obtained value of a to fit the measured data shown
in Fig. 4(a) is well expressed by the following
expression:

a ¼ A1 expð�A2 � BexÞ; ð5Þ
where A1 ¼ 3:10 and A2 ¼ 11:07 for the measured

data shown in Fig. 4(b). By assuming the relation

between a as (5), with the limited number of

measured data changing Bex and h, the total AC
losses can be reasonably predicted in the wide

range of Bex and h. At present, the theoretical basis
of this fitting method is still not sufficient. How-

ever, this is practically useful.
4. Concluding remarks

We experimentally studied the characteristics

of the total AC loss in the Bi2223/Ag-sheath tape

carrying the AC transport current subjected to

the external AC magnetic field with various
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Fig. 4. Measured total AC loss: (a) total AC loss vs. Itp=Ic and (b) total AC loss vs. h.
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applied directions. The magnetization and trans-

port current loss measurements were conducted

for the various applied angles of the external
magnetic field to the tape surface. The measured

dependence of the total AC loss on the applied

angle were explained by the expression given in

[9,10].
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